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Notes & URLs for this presentation can be found… 

» underneath the link to this slide on granneman.com 
» at files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/

Design-Principles.txt

http://files.granneman.com/presentations/webdev/Design-Principles.txt


Principles of Design 

Guidelines designers use to organize the elements of art 
in a website to create a design that is aesthetically 
pleasing or interesting



Movement 

Unity 

Harmony 

Variety 

Balance 

Rhythm 

Emphasis 

Contrast 

Proportion 

Pattern



Balance





Symmetrical



Most stable 

Not as common on websites, but you do see it, most 
often on home pages



Humboldt’s Kosmos 1845-62



Humboldt’s Kosmos 1845-62



Comparative Geography 1854











Asymmetrical



Objects are arranged to equalize the weight of the page 
despite their differences 

Very common on websites















Radial



Not really used in Web design



Disney org chart, 1943



A Time Table 
Mitchell’s New General Atlas 
1864



c. 1997





Unity



The way in which different elements of a website 
interact with one another



Ways to achieve unity 

» Proximity 
» Repetition



Proximity



Placing objects close together within a layout creates a 
focal point 

Focal point: any element on a webpage that draws the 
user’s eye, instead of just blending in







Repetition



Repetition of… 

» colors 
» shapes 
» textures 
» similar objects



The goal: harmony









Emphasis



Make a particular feature stand out or dominate 

Gives your users a call to action 

Focal points help move user’s eyes across the page & 
suggests an order to follow



Methods for achieving focal points 

» Placement 
» Continuance 
» Isolation 
» Contrast 
» Proportion



Placement



Outside the Web, the center is often where we look first 

For Westerners using the Web, top left 

For Easterners, top right







Continuance



When our eyes start moving in one direction, they tend 
to continue (or flow) along that path until they see a 
more dominant feature



Remember: the designer guides the user’s eye 

Where do you want your users’ eyes to go?







Isolation



Isolation makes things stick out 

The power of white space













Contrast



Juxtaposition of dissimilar graphic elements 

Differences in…  
» color 
» size 
» shape



Makes designs more interesting 

Helps guide the eye









Proportion



Differences in the scale of objects 

Enlargement  
 

Miniaturization









Thank you! 
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Changelog 

2015-06-08 1.2: Changed to Georgia Pro theme 
2014-08-10 1.1: Moved content to new format



Licensing of this work 

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License. 
 

To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/. 

You are free to: 

» Share — copy and redistribute the material in any medium or format 
» Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the material for any purpose, even commercially 

Under the following terms: 

Attribution. You must give appropriate credit, provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes were made. You may do so 
in any reasonable manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor endorses you or your use. Give credit to: 

Scott Granneman • www.granneman.com • scott@granneman.com 

Share Alike. If you remix, transform, or build upon the material, you must distribute your contributions under the same 
license as the original. 

No additional restrictions. You may not apply legal terms or technological measures that legally restrict others from doing 
anything the license permits. 

Questions? Email scott@granneman.com


